Abstract. The number of triangles is a computationally expensive graph statistic which is frequently used in complex network analysis (e.g., transitivity ratio), in various random graph models (e.g., exponential random graph model) and in important real world applications such as spam detection, uncovering of the hidden thematic structure of the Web and link recommendation. Counting triangles in graphs with millions and billions of edges requires algorithms which run fast, use small amount of space, provide accurate estimates of the number of triangles and preferably are parallelizable. In this paper we present an efficient triangle counting algorithm which can be adapted to the semistreaming model [15] . The key idea of our algorithm is to combine the sampling algorithm of [34, 35] and the partitioning of the set of vertices into a high degree and a low degree subset respectively as in [2] , treating each set appropriately. We obtain a running time
Introduction
Graphs are ubiquitous: the Internet, the World Wide Web (WWW), social networks, protein interaction networks and many other complicated structures are modeled as graphs [9] . The problem of counting subgraphs is one of the typical graph mining tasks that has attracted a lot of attention. The most basic, non-trivial subgraph, is the triangle. Given a simple, undirected graph G(V, E), a triangle is a three node fully connected subgraph. Many social networks are abundant in triangles, since typically friends of friends tend to become friends themselves [38] . This phenomenon is observed in other types of networks as well (biological, online networks etc.) and is one of the main reasons which gave rise to the definitions of the transitivity ratio and the clustering coefficients of a graph in complex network analysis [27] . Triangles are used in several applications such as uncovering the hidden thematic structure of the web [13] , as a feature to assist the classification of web activity [5] and for link recommendation in online social networks [36] . Furthermore, triangles are used as a network statistic in the exponential random graph model [14] .
In this paper, we propose a new triangle counting method which provides an ǫ approximation to the number of triangles in the graph and runs in O m + m 3/2 ∆ log n tǫ 2 time, where n is the number of vertices, m the number of edges and ∆ the maximum number of triangles an edge is contained. The key idea of the method is to combine the sampling scheme introduced by Tsourakakis et al. in [34, 35] with the partitioning idea of Alon, Yuster and Zwick [2] in order to obtain a more efficient sampling scheme. Furthermore, we show that this method can be adapted to the semistreaming model with a constant number of passes and O m 1/2 log n + m 3/2 ∆ log n tǫ 2 space. We apply our methods in various networks with several millions of edges and we obtain excellent results both with respect to the accuracy and the running time. Furthermore, we optimize the cache properties of the code in order to obtain a significant additional speedup. Finally, we propose a random projection based method for triangle counting and provide a sufficient condition to obtain an estimate with low variance.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents briefly the existing work and the theoretical background, Section 3 presents our proposed method and Section 4 presents the experimental results on several large graphs. In Section 5 we provide a sufficient condition for obtaining a concentrated estimate of the number of triangles using random projections and in Section 6 we conclude and provide new research directions.
Preliminaries
In this section, we briefly present the existing work on the triangle counting problem and the necessary theoretical background for our analysis, namely a version of the Chernoff bounded and the JohnsonLindenstrauss lemma. Table 1 lists the symbols used in this paper.
Existing work
There exist two categories of triangle counting algorithms, the exact and the approximate. It is worth noting that for the applications described in Section 1 the exact number of triangles in not crucial. Thus, approximate counting algorithms which are faster and output a high quality estimate are desirable for the practical applications in which we are interested in this work.
The state of the art algorithm is due to Alon, Yuster and Zwick [2] and runs in O(m 2ω ω+1 ), where currently the fast matrix multiplication exponent ω is 2.371 [10] . Thus, the Alon et al. algorithm currently runs in O(m 1.41 ) time. Algorithms based on matrix multiplication are not used in practice due to the high memory requirements. Even for medium sized networks, matrix-multiplication based algorithms are not applicable. In planar graphs, triangles can be found in O(n) time [17, 28] . Furthermore, in [17] an algorithm which finds a triangle in any graph in O(m 3 2 ) time is proposed. This algorithm can be extended to list the triangles in the graph with the same time complexity. Even if listing algorithms solve a more general problem than the counting one, they are preferred in practice for large graphs, due to the smaller memory requirements compared to the matrix multiplication based algorithms. Simple representative algorithms are the node-and the edge-iterator algorithms. The former counts for each node number of triangles it's involved in, which is equivalent to the number of edges among its neighbors, whereas in the latter, the algorithm counts for each edge (i, j) the common neighbors of nodes i, j. Both of these algorithms have the same asymptotic complexity O(mn), which in dense graphs results in O(n 3 ) time, the complexity of the naive counting algorithm. Practical improvements over this family of algorithms have been achieved using various techniques, such as hashing and sorting by the degree [24, 30] .
On the approximate counting side, most of the triangle counting algorithms have been developed in the streaming setting. In this scenario, the graph is represented as a stream. Two main representations of a graph as a stream are the edge stream and the incidence stream. In the former, edges are arriving one at a time. In the latter scenario all edges incident to the same vertex appear successively in the stream. The ordering of the vertices is assumed to be arbitrary. A streaming algorithm produces a relative ǫ approximation of the number of triangles with high probability, making a constant number of passes over the stream. However, sampling algorithms developed in the streaming literature can be applied in the setting where the graph fits in the memory as well. 
independent trials where T i is the number of triples with i edges and outputs as the estimate of triangles the random variable T ′ 3 equaling to the fractions of triples picked that form triangles times the total number of triples (
T 3 with probability at least 1 − δ. This is not suitable when T 3 = o(n 2 ), which is often the case when dealing with real-world networks.
In [4] the authors reduce the problem of triangle counting efficiently to estimating moments for a stream of node triples. Then, they use the Alon-Matias-Szegedy algorithms [1] (a.k.a. AMS algorithms) to proceed. The key is that the triangle computation reduces in estimating the zero-th, first and second frequency moments, which can be done efficiently. Again, as in the naive sampling, the denser the graph the better the approximation. The AMS algorithms are also used by [19] , where simple sampling techniques are used, such as choosing an edge from the stream at random and checking how many common neighbors its two endpoints share considering the subsequent edges in the stream. Along the same lines, [7] proposed two space-bounded sampling algorithms to estimate the number of triangles. Again, the underlying sampling procedures are simple. E.g., for the case of the edge stream representation, they sample randomly an edge and a node in the stream and check if they form a triangle. Their algorithms are the state-of-the-art algorithms to the best of our knowledge. The three-pass algorithm presented therein, counts in the first pass the number of edges, in the second pass it samples uniformly at random an edge (i, j) and a node k ∈ V − {i, j} and in the third pass it tests whether the edges (i, k), (k, j) are present in the stream. The number of draws that have to be done in order to get concentration (these draws are done in parallel), is of the order r = log(
Even if the term T 0 is missing compared to the naive sampling, the graph has still to be fairly dense with respect to the number of triangles in order to get an ǫ approximation with high probability. In the case of "power-law" networks it was shown in [32] that the spectral counting of triangles can be efficient due to their special spectral properties and [33] extended this idea using the randomized algorithm by [12] by proposing a simple biased node sampling. This algorithm can be viewed as a special case of a streaming algorithm, since there exist algorithms, e.g., [29] , that perform a constant number of passes over the non-zero elements of the matrix to produce a good low rank matrix approximation. In [5] the semi-streaming model for counting triangles is introduced, which allows log n passes over the edges. The key observation is that since counting triangles reduces to computing the intersection of two sets, namely the induced neighborhoods of two adjacent nodes, ideas from locality sensitivity hashing [6] are applicable to the problem. In [34] an algorithm which tosses a coin independently for each edge with probability p to keep the edge and probability q = 1 − p to throw it away is proposed. It was shown later by Tsourakakis, Kolountzakis and Miller [35] using a powerful theorem due to Kim and Vu [22] that under mild conditions on the triangle density the method results in a strongly concentrated estimate on the number of triangles. More recently, Avron proposed a new approximate triangle counting method based on a randomized algorithm for trace estimation [3] .
Concentration of Measure
In Section 3 we make extensive use of the following version of the Chernoff bound [8] .
Random Projections
A random projecton x → Rx from R d → R k approximately preserves all Euclidean distances. One version of the Johnson-Lindenstrauss lemma [18] is the following:
Lemma 1 (Johnson Lindenstrauss)
. Suppose x 1 , . . . , x n ∈ R d and ǫ > 0 and take k = Cǫ −2 log n. Define the random matrix R ∈ R k×n by taking all R i,j ∼ N(0, 1) (standard gaussian) and independent. Then, with probability bounded below by a constant the points y j = Rx j ∈ R k satisfy
Proposed Method
Our algorithm combines two approaches that have been taken on triangle counting: sparsify the graph by keeping a random subset of the edges [34, 35] followed by a triple sampling using the idea of vertex partitioning due to Alon, Yuster and Zwick [2] .
Edge Sparsification
The following method was introduced in [34] and was shown to perform very well in practice: keep each edge with probability p independently. Then for each triangle, the probability of it being kept is p 3 . So the expected number of triangles left is p 3 t. This is an inexpensive way to reduce the size of the graph as it can be done in one pass over the edge list using O(mp) random variables (more details can be found in section 4.2 and [23] ). In a later analysis [35] , it was shown that the number of triangles in the sampled graph is concentrated around the actual triangle count as long as p 3 ≥Ω(
∆ t
). Here we show a similar bound using more elementary techniques. Suppose we have a set of k triangles such that no two share an edge, for each such triangle we define a random variable X i which is 1 if the triangle is kept by the sampling and 0 otherwise. Then as the triangles do not have any edges in common, the X i s are independent and take value 0 with probability 1 − p 3 and 1 with probability p 3 . So by Chernoff bound, the concentration is bounded by:
So when p 3 kǫ 2 ≥ 4d log n, the probability of sparsification returning an ǫ-approximation is at least
, so to sample with small p and throw out many edges, we would like k to be large. To show that such a large set of independent triangles exist, we invoke the Hajnal-Szemerédi Theorem [16] :
Lemma 2. (Hajnal-Szemerédi Theorem) Every graph with n vertices and maximum vertex degree at most
k is k + 1 colorable with all color classes of size at least n/k.
We can apply this theorem by considering the graph where each triangle is a vertex and two vertices representing triangles t 1 and t 2 are connected iff they have an edge in common. Then vertices in this graph has degree at most O(∆), and we get: Corollary 1. Given t triangles where no edge belongs to more than ∆ triangles, we can partition the triangles into S 1 . . . S l such that |S i | > Ω(t/∆) and l is bounded by O(∆).
We can now bound what values of p can give concentration:
), then with probability 1 − n d−3 , the sampled graph has a triangle count that ǫ-approximates t.
Proof. Consider the partition of triangles given by corollary 1. By choice of p we get that the probability that the triangle count in each set is preserved within a factor of ǫ/2 is at least 1 − n d . Since there are at most n 3 such sets, an application of the union bounds gives that their total is approximated within a factor of ǫ/2 with probability at least 1 − n d−3 . This gives that the triangle count is approximated within a factor of ǫ with probability at least 1 − n d−3 .
Triple Sampling
Since each triangle corresponds to a triple of vertices, we can construct a set of triples that include all triangles, U. From this list, we can then sample some triples uniformly, let these samples be numbered from 1 to s. Also, for the i th triple sampled, let X i be 1 it is a triangle and 0 otherwise. Since we pick triples randomly from U and t of them are triangles, we have E(X i ) = t |U | and X i s are independent. So by Chernoff bound we obtain:
So when s = Ω(|U|/t log n/ǫ 2 ), we have ( 1 s s i=1 X i /s)|U| approximates t within a factor of ǫ with probability at least 1 − n −d for any d of our choice. As |U| ≤ n 3 , this immediately gives an algorithm with runtime O(n 3 log n/(tǫ 2 )) that approximates t within a factor of ǫ. Slightly more careful bookkeeping can also give tighter bounds on |U| in sparse graphs.
Consider a triple containing vertex u, (u, v, w). Since uv, uw ∈ E, we have the number of such triples involving u is at most deg(u)
2 . Also, as vw ∈ E, another bound on the number of such triples is m. When deg(u)
2 > m, or deg(u) > m 1/2 , the second bound is tighter, and the first is in the other case. These two cases naturally suggest that low degree vertices with degree at most m 1/2 be treated separately from high degree vertices with degree greater than m 1/2 . For the number of triangles around low degree vertices, since x 2 is concave, the value of u deg(u)
1/2 high degree vertices, which means the total number of triangles incident to these high degree vertices is at most 2m 1/2 · m = 2m 3/2 . Combing these bounds give that |U| can be upper bounded by 3m 3/2 . Note that this bound is asymptotically tight when G is a complete graph (n = m 1/2 ). However, in practice the second bound can be further reduced by summing over the degree of all v adjacent to u, becoming uv∈E deg(v). As a result, an algorithm that implicitly constructs U by picking the better one among these two cases by examining the degrees of all neighbors will achieve
This better bound on U gives an algorithm that ǫ approximates the number of triangles in time:
As our experimental data in section 4.1. indicate, the value of t is usually Ω(m) in practice. In such cases, the second term in the above calculation becomes negligible compared to the first one. In fact, in most of our data, just sampling the first type of triples (aka. pretending all vertices are of low degree) brings the second term below the first.
Hybrid algorithm
Edge sparsification with a probability of p allows us to only work on O(mp) edges, therefore the total runtime of the triple sampling algorithm after sparsification with probability p becomes:
As stated above, since the first term in most practical cases are much larger, we can set the value of p to balance these two terms out:
The actual value of p picked would also depend heavily on constants in front of both terms, as sampling is likely much less expensive due to factors such as cache effect and memory efficiency. Nevertheless, our experimental results in section 4 does seem to indicate that this type of hybrid algorithms can perform better in certain situations.
Experiments

Data
The graphs used in our experiments are shown in Table 2 
Experimental Setup and Implementation Details
The experiments were performed on a single machine, with Intel Xeon CPU at 2.83 GHz, 6144KB cache size and and 50GB of main memory. The graphs are from real world web-graphs, some details regarding them are in the chart below. The algorithm as implemented in C++, and compiled using gcc version 4.1.2 and the -O3 optimization flag. Time was measured by taking the user time given by the linux time command. IO times are included in that time since the amount of memory operations performend in setting up the graph is non-trivial. However, we use a modified IO routine that's much faster than the standard C/C++ scanf. A major optimization that we used was to sort the edges in the graph and store the input file in the format as a sequence of neighbor lists per vertex. Each neighbor list begins with the size of the list, followed by the neighbors. This is similar to how softwares such as Matlab store sparse matrices, and the preprocessing time to change the data into this format is not counted. It can significantly improve the cache property of the graph stored, and therefore improving the performance.
Some implementation details can be based on this graph storage format. Since each triple that we check already have 2 edges already in the graph, it suffices to check whether the 3rd edge in the graph. This can be done offline by comparing a smaller list of edges against the initial edge list of the graph and count the number of entries that they have in common. Once we sort the query list, the entire process can be done offline in one pass through the graph. This also means that instead of picking a pre-determined sample rate for the triples, we can vary the sample rate for them so the number of queries is about the same as the size of the graph. Finally, in the next section we discuss the details behind efficient binomial sampling. Specifically picking a random subset of expected size p|S| from a set S can be done in expected sublinear time [23] .
Binomial Sampling in Expected Sublinear time Most of our algorithms have the following routine in their core: given a list of values, keep each of them with probability p and discard with probability 1 − p. If the list has length n, this can clearly be done using n random variables. As generating random variables can be expensive, it's preferrable to use O(np) random variables in expectation if possible. One possibility is to pick O(np) random elements, but this would likely involve random accesses in the list, or maintaining a list of the indices picked in sorted order. A simple way that we use in our code to perform this sampling is to generate the differences between indices of entries retained [23] . This variable clearly belongs to an exponential distribution, and if x is a uniform random number in (0, 1), taking ⌈log (1−p) x⌉. The primary advantage of doing so is that sampling can be done while accessing the data in a sequential fashion, which results in much better cache performances.
Results
The six variants of the code involved in the experiment are first separated by whether the graph was first sparsified by keeping each edge with probability p = 0.1. In either case, an exact algorithm based on hybrid sampling with performance bounded by O(m 3/2 ) is ran. Then two triple based sampling algorithms are also considered. They differ in whether an attempt to distinguish between low and high degree vertices, so the simple version is essentially sampling all 'V' shaped triples off each vertex. Note that no sparsification and exact also generates the exactly number of triangles. Errors are measured by the absolute value of the difference between the value produced and the exact number of triangles divided by the exact number. The results on error and running time are averages over five runs. Results on these graphs described above are, the methods listed in the columns listed in Table 3 . 
Remarks
From Table 3 it is clear that none of the variants clearly outperforms the others on all the data. The gain/loss from sparsification are likely due to the fixed sampling rate, so varying it as in earlier works [34] are likely to mitigate this discrepancy. The difference between simple and hybrid sampling are due to the fact that handling the second case of triples has a much worse cache access pattern as it examines vertices that are two hops away. There are alternative implementations of how to handle this situation, which would be interesting for future implementations. A fixed sparsification rate of p = 10% was used mostly to simplify the setups of the experiments. In practice varying p to look for a rate where the result stabalizes is the preferred option [35] . When compared with previous results on this problem, the error rates and running times of our results are all significantly lower. In fact, on the wiki graphs our exact counting algorithms have about the same order of speed with other appoximate triangle counting implementations.
Theoretical Ramifications
Random Projections and Triangles
Consider any two vertices i, j ∈ V which are connected, i.e., (i, j) ∈ E. Observe that the inner product of the i-th and j-th column of the adjacency matrix of graph G gives the number of triangles that edge (i, j) participates in. Viewing the adjacency matrix as a collection of n points in R n , a natural question to ask is whether we can use results from the theory of random projections [18] to reduce the dimensionality of the points while preserving the inner products which contribute to the count of triangles. Magen and Zouzias [25] have considered a similar problem, namely random projections which preserve approximately the volume for all subsets of at most k points.
According to the lemma 1, a random projecton x → Rx from R d → R k approximately preserves all Euclidean distances. However it does not preserve all pairwise inner products. This can easily be seen by considering the set of points
where e 1 = (1, 0, . . . , 0) etc. Indeed, all inner products of the above set are zero, which cannot happen for the points Re j as they belong to a lower dimensional space and they cannot all be orthogonal. For the triangle counting problem we do not need to approximate all inner products. Suppose A ∈ {0, 1} n is the adjacency matrix of a simple undirected graph G with vertex set V (G) = {1, 2, . . . , n} and write A i for the i-the column of A. The quantity we are interested in is the number of triangles in G (actually six times the number of triangles) t = u,v,w∈V (G) A uv A vw A wu . If we apply a random projection of the above kind to the columns of A A i → RA i and write X = u,v,w∈V (G) (RA) uv (RA) vw (RA) wu it is easy to see that E [X] = 0 since X is a linear combination of triple products R ij R kl R rs of entries of the random matrix R and that all such products have expected value 0, no matter what the indices. So we cannot expect this kind of random projection to work. Therefore we consider the following approach which still has limitations as we will show in the following. Let t = u∼v A ⊤ u A v , where u ∼ v means A uv = 1, and look at the quantity
This is a quadratic form in the gaussian N(0, 1) variables R ij . By simple calculation for the mean value and diagonalization for the variance we see that if the X j are independent N(0, 1) variables and
where X = (X 1 , . . . , X n ) ⊤ and B ∈ R n×n is symmetric, that
#{i − * − * − i} = k · t so the mean value is the quantity we want (multiplied by k). For this to be useful we should have some concentration for Y near E [Y ]. We do not need exponential tails because we have only one quantity to control. In particular, a statement of the following type
where c ǫ > 0 would be enough. The simplest way to check this is by computing the standard deviation of Y . By Chebyshev's inequality it suffices that the standard deviation be much smaller than E [Y ]. According to the formula above for the variance of a quadratic form we get
#{i − * − * − i} 2 = C · k · #{x − * − * − * − * − * − x} = = C · k · (number of circuits of length 6 in G).
Therefore, to have concentration it is sufficient that
Observe that (1) is a sufficient -and not necessary-condition. Furthermore,(1) is certainly not always true as there are graphs with many 6-circuits and no triangles at all (the circuits may repeat vertices or edges).
Sampling in the Semi-Streaming Model
The previous analysis of triangle counting by Alon, Yuster and Zwick was done in the streaming model [2] , where the assumption was constant space overhead. We show that our sampling algorithm can be done in a slightly weaker model with space usage equaling:
O m 1/2 log n + m 3/2 log n tǫ 2 We assume the edges adjacent to each vertex are given in order [15] . We first need to identify high degree vertices, specifically the ones with degree higher than m 1/2 . This can be done by sampling O(m 1/2 log n) edges and recording the vertices that are endpoints of one of those edges.
Lemma 3. Suppose dm
1/2 log n samples were taken, then the probability of all vertices with degree at least m 1/2 being chosen is at least 1 − n −d+1 .
Proof. Consider some vertex v with degree at least m 1/2 . The probability of it being picked in each iteration is at least m 1/2 /m = m −1/2 . As a result, the probability of it not picked in dm 1/2 log n iterations is:
As there are at most n vertices, applying union bound gives that all vertices with degree at least m 1/2 are sampled with probability at least 1 − n −d+1 . ⊓ ⊔ This requires one pass of the graph. Note that the number of such candidates for high degree vertices can be reduced to m 1/2 using another pass over the edge list. For all the low degree vertices, we can read their O(m 1/2 ) neighbors and sample them. For the high degree vertices, we do the following: for each edge, obtain a random variable y from a binomial distribution equal to the number of edge/vertices pairs that this edge is involved in. Then pick y vertices from the list of high degree vertices randomly. These two sampling procedures can be done together in another pass over the data.
Finally, we need to check whether each edge in the sampled triples belong to the edge list. We can store all such queries into a hash table as there are at most O( m 3/2 log n tǫ 2
) edges sampled w.h.p. Then going through the graph edges in a single pass and looking them up in table yields the desired answer.
Conclusions & Future Work
In this work, we extended previous work [34, 35] by introducing the powerful idea of Alon, Yuster and Zwick [2] . Specifically, we propose a Monte Carlo algorithm which approximates the true number of triangles within ǫ and runs in O m + m 3/2 log n∆ tǫ 2 time. Our method can be extended to the semi-streaming model using three passes and a memory overhead of O m 1/2 log n + m 3/2 log n∆ tǫ 2 . In practice our methods obtain excellent running times, typically few seconds for graphs with several millions of edges. The accuracy is also satisfactory, especially for the type of applications we are concerned with. Finally, we propose a random projection based method for triangle counting and provide a sufficient condition to obtain an estimate with low variance. A natural question is the following: can we provide some reasonable condition on G that would guarantee (1)? Finally, since our proposed methods are easily parallelizable, developing such an implementation in the MAPREDUCE framework, see [11] and [21, 20] , is an natural practical direction.
